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and I decided to go to Alaska one Sunday afternoon
in January, I 962, when we were eating fish and chips in a cafe
in Bristol. We had met for the first time only twenty minutes
before, and twenty minutes later we parted, having arranged a rendezvous in Canada for the following April. Somewhere I read that if an
expedition can't be organised on the back of an old envelope, it isn't
going to be any fun; at that meeting, Barrie and I didn't seem to have
even a pencil between us!
Next month I went to Canada House in London, and as I wanted to
work in Canada to pay for the trip, I found it necessary to apply for
full-scale emigration. I told the authorities that I was qualified to
fly aeroplanes; they put me down as a municipal clerk. Barrie, having
expressed a desire to be a bee-keeper in British Columbia, was not allowed to sail until April, as the bees apparently do not wake up until the
spring. I collected some gear together and sailed at the end of February.
In Ottawa I was a night-watchman in a Coca-Cola factory, I washed
cars, and appeared on TV and radio spots (at 2 5 dollars a time), I
bought a car about twenty feet long, for £65, then Barrie arrived in
April, and heaping little more than a sack of potatoes and a shot-gun
into the boot, we set off to drive to Alaska. During the next three
weeks, we lost a door, half the generator, a rear spring and, once, most
of the engine oil, but eventually we arrived in Whitehorse, the capital of
the Yukon Territory. On the way we were entertained most hospitably by two English girls whom Barrie had met on the Atlantic, and
had the expedition members not exercised some will-power, they might
never have got any further than a particular flat on I I Ith Street,
Edmonton!
At Whitehorse there were two reasons why climbing was out of the
question for the moment. The sadly-reduced expedition funds would
scarcely run to a pint of beer, let alone the necessary expensive airlift
onto a glacier, and it was still apparently the middle of the winter.
Accordingly we decided to work in the Klondike, 300 miles to the north.
On the way, however, we ran into a couple of Indians who, in the course
of an all-night party, offered to take us hunting with them. Barrie
came to his senses in the morning, but I did not; the expedition was
reunited a week later in a silver mine at Eisa, Yukon Territory. Here
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we worked for over a month, earning about £so a week, and at the
beginning of July we set off on the last five hundred miles to Anchorage
on the Gulf of Alaska with some cash in our wallets, and the weather
a little more promising.
On this last lap, the car broke down several times, and we were sorely
tempted to ditch it, especially as it was doing only 8 m.p.g., but we
reached Anchorage on July 2, and without delay made arrangements to
fly into the Ruth Amphitheatre, south of Mount McKinley. The
weather on McKinley had been terrible, we were told, and Mike Banks'
Services expedition had been suffering badly.
Food and transport posed no problems. We spent twenty minutes
in a supermarket, and scarcely bothered to sort the food (which,
unconventionally, included bread and potatoes, and even fresh bananas)
before taking the Alaska railroad to Talkeetna, a bush settlement some
seventy miles south of McKinley. Here we met Don Sheldon, Alaska's
leading bush pilot, who agreed to fly us one by one in his Piper Cub
fitted with wheels-cum-skis. Don lent us some snow-shoes and filled
in many gaps in our knowledge of the area, which must be one of the
most rugged pieces of country in North America. I flew first, and was
very impressed with the view of dense forest, fast rivers and horizon of
icy mountains. McKinley rises nearly 2o,ooo ft. above the surrounding
plains, and the large quantity of snow it catches and small degree of
summer melting were evident from the way the snouts of the immense
glaciers pushed right into the forests, at less than a thousand feet above
sea-level.
The trip took about half an hour, flying into the range up the Ruth
glacier, then Don very helpfully made a number of passes across the
walls of the Moose's Tooth, 10,335 ft., a beautiful unclimbed peak
which Barrie and I had decided to try first.
Two hours -later we set off for the West ridge of the mountain. Some
American climbers who had just climbed the South-east buttress of
McKinley had advised us to climb by night and rest by day, and we
found that these were the best tactics. At latitude 64o north it is possible to climb throughout the night from about the middle of May until
the end of July, and the heat during the day makes climbing exhausting
and the snow dangerous, as in the Alps.
An ice-fall took us to the snowy north flank of the long West ridge and
we reached the crest at dawn, a thousand feet above the Ruth Amphitheatre. Here we slept and brewed all day on a slab fed by trickling
water and overlooking the sheer South face (it was 'sheer' too we
lobbed some rocks over the edge, and never heard a sound!).
It was odd to remember that only twenty-four hours separated us
from our bivouac in a car-park in Anchorage, a modern city with night
clubs, parking meters, and a population of so,ooo.
-
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At 5 p.m. (July 5) we set off again, up the broad, easy ridge, not even
bothering to rope up, as to start with it was no more difficult than the
Snowdon railway-track. Then we came to a steep, triangular-shaped
buttress which we by-passed on the right, into an icy couloir, where a
40-ft. bulge was probably the most difficult place we climbed on the
mountain. The weather looked very tricky after three fine days, with
swirling cloud and squalls of hail. The weather in the McKinley
region is supposed to be as unreliable as almost anywhere in the world,
and we saw it change in a flash several times, and stay either good or
bad for several days.
Soon we had to stop, and spent a miserable night on a tiny ledge on
one side of the couloir, enduring rain and sleet, and not caring to go on
in the thick cloud as we knew there were huge cornices on the summit
ridge, just above.
At about 5 next morning it cleared miraculously and we hurried on
over the West peak of the mountain, 9,780 ft., embarrassed in places by
little walls and overhangs of wet snow. To our right, the South face
dropped away for 3,ooo ft. as steeply as the West face of the Dru, and on
the left, the North face had the dimensions and appearance of the Eiger.
The main summit was still about a thousand yards to the east, and
soon we came to a sharp gap in the ridge, heavily plastered with wet
snow. Beyond, for hundreds of yards, there was a crazy system of
pinnacles and cornices, and we decided that this was a place for
intending suicides only. We had learnt an important rule in Alaskan
climbing July is really too late and, providing gear to withstand
severe cold is taken, April and May are the best months, when everything is truly frozen. Little pure rock climbing has been done in the
McKinley range, and the easiest ways up peaks are almost invariably
snow and ice routes. However, the Moose's Tooth might be best
climbed by its South face, with a satchel of pegs that way, snow
conditions wouldn't matter.
We retreated, and not liking the look of the weather, climbed continuously for sixteen hours down to the glacier. As we reached it a
storm blew up, and we were subjected in our tent to torrential rain and
sleet and violent winds for the next four days. Later I calculated
that had we continued over the pinnacles on the West ridge, this storm
would have caught us somewhere around the summit of the Moose's
Tooth, so we were not particularly sorry at being turned back.
On July 9, in sunny windless conditions, Mike Banks and his team
were ferried across to the Ruth Amphitheatre by Don Sheldon, and at
the same time Barrie and I set off to move our solitary tent about ten
miles north and two thousand feet higher, for an attempt on Mount Dan
Beard, another unclimbed peak about the same height as the Moose's
Tooth. The walk up the glacier made us realise that Alaska is not
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really a place for a party of two we crossed a great many very large
crevasses. There is no summer season when all the crevasses are open.
The glaciers remain snow-covered down to about 4,ooo ft. all the year
round, so that there is always a proportion of dangerous bridges.
We reached our new site in about seven hours, and found a lot of
food which the Americans had left behind. This kept us happpy during
the next three days when we were confined to the tent by another blizzard. At last, on July I 4, the weather cleared again and we set off at
midday for Dan Beard, choosing this hour because the most difficult
climbing was likely to come on the upper half of the mountain, and we
needed the night frost for this section if we were to make the summit and
get back to the glacier by the next morning. The sudden changes in
the weather had made us realise that the best policy for a small party was
to stop nowhere on any mountain.
We had spotted two likely routes, but soon dismissed the first of
these the North ridge when we got closer. It was a sharp, scallopped
edge that swerved crazily up, to finish in a mass of rotting ice-cliff.
The alternative was a complicated line up the North-west face which was
threatened at one place by a big hanging glacier. When we reached the
danger zone we were delighted to find a convenient overhanging
bergschrund on the steep slope under the ice-cliff, which gave such
good protection that we stopped there for a brew, looking forward to
being the first climbers to see the underneath of an avalanche and walk
away without a scratch! Nothing came down, except a few stray
chunks of ice which flew cleanly overhead on their way to the glacier.
We waited until the sun had gone down; it moved almost horizontally
behind McKinley, and at once the air grew cold and the snow froze.
Then we traversed a quarter of a mile across the face until we found a
ribbon of ice that took us a thousand feet to the saddle between the two
summits of the peak. By now it was nearly midnight, and plodding
up the last domes and slopes, in the intensely cold half-light, was a very
unreal and wonderful experience. The summit was broad and rounded,
with the highest point so near to the edge of the ice-cliff on the northwest side that it appeared to be actually split by a crevasse, and after
taking turns at standing on it we retreated some ten yards for our brew
of cocoa. We had no wish to make mountaineering history by being
the first party to be carried away by an avalanche while rejoicing at a
highest point!
It took only six hours to get down, and after a rest we continued to
the Ruth Amphitheatre.
We had about a week's food left, but rather than do another climb,
and then fly back to Talkeetna, we decided to save the air fare (8o dollars) by walking out. This would involve the descent of the thirtymile long Ruth glacier, about which we knew next to nothing, and then,
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more worrying, forty miles of bush, and rivers in spate. However,
the !-inch map indicated that all rivers in the area of the Ruth glacier
snout flowed into the great Susitna, and this ran south right past
Talk.eetna so why not build a raft ? I had helped make several on my
hunting trip with the Yukon Indians the previous May, and Barrie was
easily persuaded.
Don Sheldon was doubtful about the idea, but he agreed to fly out
our surplus gear we wanted to travel fast and light. We set off at
10 p.m. on July 16.
The first night we made little progress in soft snow in the Great
Gorge and, after resting all the next day on a moraine, we had covered
only another couple of miles when it began to rain heavily and we
bivouacked again. An immense ice-fall wasted most of the third day,
but then we made good progress on a moraine. Occasionally we had
to make infuriating detours round streams which had cut deep, glasssmooth gorges, and which usually vanished down a moulin into the
depths of the glacier. At last we reached bare, uncrevassed ice and
were down in the forest towards dawn on July 20.
It was here that things began to go seriously wrong. The weather
took a turn for the worse and we walked through heavy, continuous
rain. The foliage was very dense, the mosquitoes were a torment and
we had almost run out of insect-repellent (which did work). Most
serious, in our enthusiasm to travel light we had misjudged the food,
and had very little left. Pinning our hopes on a raft, which now seemed
more of a necessity than a gimmick, we struggled through to Alder
Creek, some two miles south-east of the Ruth glacier's terminal moraine.
The river was ten yards wide and very rough. We followed the
bank for about a mile, but trees of a size suitable for building a raft were
scarce and, when at last we reached a small grove near the water's edge,
we decided to build here and accept the resulting rough ride before
reaching smoother water.
We cut down eight trees with a small hand-axe, and lashed them
together with lengths of climbing rope (sounds simple, putting it like
that. In fact it took twelve hours of hard labour). Then we stowed our
packs on board, and took to the water.
The raft gave us a 3-minute ride. Mter crashing into several rocks
and spinning violently, it wedged firmly on a large pointed boulder.
We could not shift it, and were forced to abandon it and wade to the bank,
risky in the 15-knot current. Here, shivering with cold, we jettisoned
some of the more heavy and less valuable items of our gear, and set off
to walk to the nearest point on the Alaska Railroad Curry which was
about twenty-five miles east. But it took the whole of an afternoon to
cover only two miles through the undergrowth which grew right to the
water's edge, and once, neglecting the compass, we accidentally turned
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through 180 degrees. It had not stopped raining for about thirty
hours, and eventually a rest and the c9mfort of a fire became essential.
We built a fire on the sandy bank of the Tokositna river, and soon,
feeling more human though hungry, we had a hard, realistic discussion.
Further progress east towards Curry was prevented by the mile-wide
expanse of the Susitna river, and we knew how cold the water would be.
There were several logs lying around the remains of an old beaver
dam and we decided to build another raft.
We had lost the axe, and the logs had to be trimmed with an ice-axe.
For lashings, we used everything we could lay our hands on bootlaces, pack-frame straps, a sling or two, and anorak and sleeping-bag
cords. This raft took much longer than the first to make as we both
felt extremely lethargic. In the evening, we saw Don Sheldon fly
over to the Ruth Amphitheatre, but he did not reappear, causing us to
wonder whether he had come to grief there, and we realised that we had
to make our own way back to civilisation. Don was the only person who
knew the details of our plan; if he was disabled, it might be a month
before we were missed.
Raft two was launched at midday next day, July 23. All went well
until we reached a place where the river divided into several channels,
and without steerage-way, we hit some embedded drift-wood. The raft
jammed, then, with the whole weight of the river against it, disintegrated.
We were almost swept away, and lost more of our gear, but managed to
scramble out and wade to a sandbank about a hundred yards long and
thirty yards wide, in the middle of the tributaries.
Then followed hour after hour of worry and indecision, huddled
round a meagre driftwood fire. There were two alternatives we
could try to swim the Chulitna, which seemed extremely risky, as it
was doubtful whether anyone could survive more than a few minutes in
the icy water. Or ·we could sit and hope to be seen by an aircraft.
We decided to wait at least twenty-four hours.
That night the river suddenly started rising. Pieces of brushwood
floated past, indicating flooding higher up, and we retreated to the sandbank's highest point. The water came up about an inch every ten
minutes and I calculated that we might have to abandon our island at
2 a.m. the darkest hour. Fortunately, when we had very little dry
ground left, the water went down again, and we slept, exhausted with
hunger and anxiety.
In the morning it was raining, and we decided to wait until the following morning and then, if we had not been spotted, to take to the river.
We had eaten nothing for about four days and were_sadly lacking in
energy jobs such as collecting wood, or making up the fire, quickly
tired us. It was terribly frustrating to hear, most of the day, the faint
noise of machinery, which was working on a new road some ten miles
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down the Chulitna. There was no way of communicating with the
gang.
That evening, as we sat in the mist and rain, too depressed to talk
much, our reprieve came in a miraculous way. A Piper Cub suddenly
came into view on its way up the Chulitna. We waved frantically, but
the pilot had seen the wisp of smoke from our fire (afterwards we discovered that he had been delivering groceries). He flew across the
sandbank, sized up the situation, and then radioed Talkeetna. He
dropped a message scrawled on a piece of cardboard, to say that a floatplane was on its way, and less than an hour later, Don Sheldon arrived
in a Cessna 18o, and made an extremely skilful landing on the river.
He taxied so close to the sandbank that we hardly got our feet wet
scrambling aboard. The take-off seemed to be equ~lly hazardous, then,
in a few minutes, we were back in Talkeetna. For the rescue, Don charged only about £Io each; Barrie and I agreed that we would have parted
with much more!
In Talkeetna we went into a roadhouse and ate from 8.30 p.m. until
just short of midnight. The owner, who seemed to look upon feeding
us as a challenge to his profession, beat us at last with an apple pie a foot
and a half across. Finally we asked for the bill, which we estimated
would be about thirty dollars (prices are high in Alaska).
'Well,' said the owner, ' I guess the dinner's two dollars.'
We protested. It was ridiculous, he was robbing himself. But he
was adamant.
' I guess some folks eat more,' he said, 'and some folks eat less.'
That's Alaskan hospitality for you!
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